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Enelosed are two Department of Agriculture prow) releases which give most 

of the available information about the cot on stamp plass 

Information from Sasseinen, public 

Corporation, 

ela BA, Federal ,5urplue Commodities 

The first cotton e 	plan to be put into operation will be in Memphis, 

1701111. where it will begin on May 7- Memphfs was selected because it was, 

of the towns that desired the plans and already had the food stamp plan in 

operhtion, typical and the beat situated for this particular project. It 

le both industrial and agricultural end has, in addition, the advantage of 

being close enoggh to  the eat on country for the people to be sympathetic 

to a scheme for itereasing-the * le of cot ton and increased employment in 

the cottonm-gc ode industry. While no other cities are now scheduled to have 

theVlan, it is possible that in the near future it may be tried in 2 or 3 

additional eities. In the ease of gemphis and in any other city or cities 

it which the plan may be put into operation it 311 be on a strictly experi-

mental basis*  with funds *peels' y earmarked by :;ongrees for the pu pose of 

promoting the sole of cotton. 

The press reeeelee eff describes the elegibles. There is this I can add to the 

definitions Those on direct reli6f can be on city, county or State; those 

on work relief likewise and WM; those toebre ere considered Deategorioal 
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mess", that is, those assisted by Social Security-the aged, the blind, 

and'mothers of dependent children. 

It will be necessary for those who purchase stamps to but a three-months 

supply at one time. The food stamp plan requires that they but a 2-weeks 

supple, but cotton is oneumed inmmuch smaller nsntities so the oplan wa 

thus Modified. It order te cut administretibe expenses to a minimum the 

mochinery employed in the food-stamp plan will be used in the cotton operations. 

One this that now distinguishes the gov rnments euppluss commodities program 

from other ethers governmental projects' is that it has the approval of business. 

The cotton plan-differs from the food in that the greetests benefits *ill ba 

to workers ( tee marked part ofrfirst press release.) In addition, the 

government in not here in business. Regular busines a channels handle all 

the merchandising. 

Besides the 78 cities ( areas rather than corporate entities) which now 

bore the food plea, there are 800 other that have receiested it. Among these 

in New York City. 	Hodson, head of the NYC Department of 'eelferfs 

has had a conference with the officials of the FSCC and they agreed that 

If the plan were to be attempted in NYC, where the problems would be greater 

than elsewhere, it would have to be restricted to one borough, This is 

under cousideration, but no decision has be,u miide. The lrgeet titre that 

has the plan is Los Angeles, where the population that cexered is 2,250,000. 

I want to spin emphasise that there is no direct connection between the elation 

plea d the lisle project. The cotton plan is exclusively FSCC; the other 

is exclusively Home Economics Bureau, An effort will be mad to push the sale 

of the lisle hose by Gotham in Memphis, after the plan begins to function. 


